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A recent proposals of quantum computing schemes and spin devices basing on  the manipulation

with spin of carriers in quantum dots (QD)  caused a great interest to the problem of  spin

decoherence in quantum dot.  A Ge/Si  system is one of more attractive systems for exploiting in

spintronic, because spin-flip  mechanisms caused  by bulk-inversion- asymmetry  are absent in this

system.

We theoretically investigate the spin transport in array of Ge/Si quantum dots. Our studies are

based on the calculation of the energy spectra of holes and its wave functions in tight-binding

approach [1]. We calculate the probability of hole spin flip for resonant tunneling  through discrete

energy levels in QD. We consider a infinite well-ordered array of coupled  Ge/Si quantum dot. A

probability of tunneling event is defined by integral of overlapping between states in neighbouring

quantum dots. The following procedure was used to determine the overlap integrals. We calculated

energies of hole states in a model structure containing  Ge quantum dot  inside a Si parallelepiped.

For tunneling without spin flip we used periodic boundary conditions

( / 2, , ) ( / 2, , )d y z d y zψ ψ− =  or ( / 2, , ) ( / 2, , )d y z d y zψ ψ− = − , where d is the parallelepiped size in

x  direction, ( , , )x y zψ  is the hole wave function. Overlap integral in plane of QD array in  x

direction was defined as ( ) | | / 4J d E E+− + −= − , where E+  and E- are the hole energies

corresponding to the boundary conditions given above. For tunneling  accompanied by spin flip

we used instead the second from above cited boundary conditions the following:

),z,y,/d()z,y,/d(K̂)z,y,/d( 222 ∗==− ψψψ  where ψ*(x, y, z) is the Kramers-conjugate state,

and calculated overlap integral ( ) | | / 4J d E E+∗ + ∗= − . When we considered the tunneling through

ground state the overlap integral values are ~0.1 meV for process without  spin flip and ~0.01meV

for process with spin flip. In accordance with values of overlap integral the probability of tunneling

with spin flip  is two orders smaller than the probability of tunneling without spin flip.

 We find that the main source of spin flip is the structure-inversion asymmetry (SIA) of Ge

quantum dot. Every tunneling event is accompanied by the turning of spin on small  angle and this

provokes the spin flip.  This spin precession is connected with specific form of spin-orbit interaction

on a curved surface [2].  The Ge nanocluster  can be considered  as a pill with domed upper side and

flat lower side. The difference between upper and lower curvature leads to appearance of effective

magnetic field, which perturbs the spin. So, at the temperature T=0 (no phonons in the system) the

SIA mechanism leads to spin relaxation at the hole tunneling through array of QD. In addition to
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mechanism of spin flip we find the mechanism of spin flip facilitation due to |1/2>-state admixture.

The ground hole state in  Ge quantum dot is formed mainly from heavy hole states (the angular

momentum projection Jz=3/2) and has small admixture of light and split off holes (Jz=1/2). The

heavy hole  states have very  small transverse component of g-factor 180.gh, ≈⊥  while the light

hole states  have the transverse component kgh, 4=⊥ , where k is the Luttiger parameter (k=3.41 for

Ge). It is clear that in magnetic field caused by SIA the spin turning of light hole is greater than one

of heavy hole. Therefore the admixture of light hole states leads to increasing the probability of spin

flip event. The more this admixture the more probability of spin flip event.
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For excited states in QD  the probability of spin flip increases (see Fig.1), because in these states the

tunnel coupling between QD is  stronger and the admixture of hole states with Jz=1/2 is higher.  We

investigate the spin flip probability as dependent upon the size and  the shape of  a quantum dot. For

more flat quantum dots the angle of spin turning is smaller and the probability of spin flip event is

lower. For example, for  Ge nanoclusters with base side l=15 nm and height h=4.5 nm  the

probability  of  tunneling without spin flip only two times exceeds the probability with spin flip.

While for nanocluster with l=15 nm and  h=1.5nm  its ratio is ~ 50.  At fixed height  the spin flip

probability decreases with increasing of quantum dot lateral size (see Fig.2).
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Fig.2: Size dependence of  no/with spin flip
tunneling probability  for ground hole state in
Ge quantum dot. The height of Ge nanocluster
h=1,5 nm, lateral size l is changed.

Fig.1: no/with spin flip  tunneling probability
for ground and excited  hole states in Ge
quantum dot. The height of Ge nanocluster
h=1,5 nm, lateral size l=15 nm.


